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USER EXAMPLE
February 14, 1977 at 08:30 (GMT -8 hours), 122w25, 37n46

The most powerful astrological aspect - for better or for worse! A conjunction describes a very
important character trait.

A major aspect. Can show incompatibility between two facets of a person's character. Can
also show breadth of vision in that area of life.

Two planets at right angles to one another can show character traits that are at odds with one
another. Can also be a spur for action, growth and change.

Two planets a third of the 360 circle apart show an easy, flowing relationship between two
aspects of a person's character.

Two planets one sixth of the 360 circle apart is similar to a Trine - easy and harmonious - but
not as powerful.

Two planets five twelfths of the 360 circle apart show character traits that are contradictory
and not at ease with one another.
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Introduction
Your Natal Birth Chart - Personality Profile - is a snap shot of the stars and planets in the
heavens at the time, and place, that you were born. The positions of the planets, the
relationships they form with one another, and the zodiac signs they fall in, together with the
rising sign and the celestial houses, form a unique pattern which reveals the different aspects
of your personality and true potential.

Your Rising Sign
On your chart, at the 9 o'clock position, you will see your Rising Sign, also known as your
Ascendant. This shows the exact degree of the zodiac sign that was rising over the Eastern
horizon at the time and place that you were born. Its sign reveals the lens through which you
see the world and how you seem to others.

The Twelve Celestial Houses
Your Rising Sign is so important as it also marks the start of your First House, from which all
the other houses follow. Each house rules a different area of your life, which will be affected
in a very different way by whichever zodiac sign, or signs, it happens to contain, and by any
planet in it.

The Sun, Moon and Planets
Each planet represents a different aspect of our being. The Sun represents our true self, and
the Moon, our instincts and emotions. Mercury, the Mind, Venus, love and pleasure, Mars,
action and desire, Jupiter, optimism and good fortune, Saturn, boundaries and limitations,
Uranus, freedom, Neptune, dreams and ideals, and Pluto, rebirth, intensity and far-reaching
change.
Each planet behaves differently in each zodiac sign, and in each of the twelve houses that
describe the different areas of our lives.

How the Planets Interact
The relationships between the planets is also of great importance. The more dynamic links, or
'aspects', a planet makes to other planets, or to the 'angles' of your chart, such as your
Ascendant of Midheaven, the high point of your chart, the more powerful a role it plays in your
psychology.
A conjunction, when two or more planets are very close together, is the most powerful link.
Next, in order of importance, come oppositions, squares, when two planets are at right angles
to one another, trines, sextiles and quincunxes.
The sign and house occupied by your ruling planet, the ruler of your Rising Sign, and any links
that it may have to other planets, also play a major role.
Together, all these different factors make up the unique and complex person that is you,
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revealing how you love, the way you think, your strengths and weaknesses, where you real
talents lie, and where your life is heading.

Your Life's Direction
The North and South Nodes of the Moon, the signs they occupy and the houses that they fall
in, show what is second nature to you, and which qualities you are striving to develop in this
life.
And, as time goes by and the planets continue on their journey round the heavens, they form
new, dynamic links with the planets in your birth chart, bringing different aspects of your
personality and feelings into sharper focus as the story of your life unfolds.
The Personal Daily Horoscope and Major Trends describe the way the planets are influencing
your birth chart now. Please login at www.interactivestars.com
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Your Natal Report
The Sun
Just as the sun in the sky is the center of the solar system, the Sun in astrology is the central
nucleus of your personality. If each of the planets circling round the sun represents a single
facet of your personality - Venus describes how you love and Saturn how you relate to
responsibility, for example - then the Sun is the conductor of your personal orchestra, giving
meaning and coherence to the wholeness that is you. It is the part of yourself that you identify
with, your sense of self. Its sign - your sun-sign - and house position, as well as the aspects
that it makes to other planets, describe your true potential; the 'you' you are deep down and
are striving to express, as well as your will, your goals and purpose. While the feminine Moon
represents your Soul, the masculine Sun represents your Spirit. Its position in your chart also
shows the ways in which your outlook has been influenced by your father.

Your Sun in Aquarius
With the Sun in Aquarius, who pours out the waters of his fertilizing urn for the good of all
mankind, you have great breadth of vision and a real desire to make the world a better place.
While the other intellectual air signs, Gemini and Libra, spend their time in gathering
knowledge and in analyzing their emotions, Aquarius is less personally involved and more
concerned with the whole brotherhood of man. One to one relationships, which are Libra's
realm, can mean less to you than friendships and you function best when you can share your
vision with a group of people of like mind and work together for the common good. But as
Aquarius is a fixed sign, you can, at times, be stubborn or dogmatic, or seem distant or aloof.
Personal details and emotions do not interest you a lot, for you like to see the broader picture
and you loathe possessiveness and jealousy of any kind. Your main concern in life is trying to
establish new ways of relating that give those concerned more liberty to be themselves.

Your Sun in the Twelfth House
The twelfth house governs the unconscious mind, and is the place where we seek oneness
with all life. Telepathy and psychic powers, intuition and tuning into hidden needs and feelings,
both in ourselves and others, are found here. It is also the house of self sacrifice and of
secrets of all kinds, and the place where we are linked to the beyond.
In the twelfth house, there is a powerful urge to melt back into the oneness of existence and to
lose all separate sense of self. As the Sun represents your sense of self and true identity, your
quest is to discover that you belong to something larger - and far more important - than
yourself. This position for the Sun suggests that you are an 'old soul', whose spiritual journey
is now far advanced. You are in tune with what is hidden and are aware of all the unseen
undercurrents in the atmosphere around you. So much so, that at times you feel the need to
withdraw and redefine your personal boundaries.
With the Sun here, you are a natural medium and may well have untapped psychic powers.
You would do well in a career that involves helping others, as this position gives great
understanding and compassion.

Your Sun in Square with Your Jupiter
You are a high spirited and happy-go-lucky person, but you can be extravagant at times, as
you love to make lavish gestures, whether with your money or emotions. You revel in the good
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life and you spend your money freely, but luckily this aspect tends to guard you from real
need. Be careful not to take on too much, however, or your could get frustrated when things
do not go as expected. You may be a stranger to moderation, but you are also generous and
will help out others in distress, for you are magnanimous, jovial and open-hearted.

Your Sun in Sextile with Your MC
You know how to put yourself across and get the feedback and support you need from others.
You also have a natural talent for balancing your career and private, family life. In childhood,
your relationship to both your parents was probably good, which makes it easy for you to fit in
with those you work with.

Your Ascendant in Pisces
With sensitive and gentle Pisces rising over the horizon at the time that you were born, you
can be at the mercy of your moods, which can change from sun to rain and back to sun again
without much warning. You relate to life with your emotions and your intuition, rather than your
reason. Like the ocean which is Pisces' natural domain, you resent boundaries and limitations,
as you see life as one great whole. You do not pigeon hole existence into good and bad and
black and white and you are more aware than any sign of all its subtle, varied shades of
meaning. Also like the ocean, you are hard to fathom or pin down and you need to dream to
maintain contact with the well-springs of your being. For it is through your dreams and
intuitions that your real creative inspiration comes. You are also highly sensitive to others'
feelings and your compassion and your sympathy for suffering is profound.
With Pisces rising, you are ruled by mystic, telepathic Neptune. Its house position and the
links it makes with other planets, are key aspects of your natal chart.

The Moon
The Moon represents the intuitive, instinctive side of your personality. The way that you relate
to others, your instinctive emotions and habitual responses, as well as your relationship to
your mother and your family, are all ruled by the feminine, passive and sensitive Moon. The
values, general orientation, and 'atmosphere' of the sign it occupies in your chart, as well as
any links between the Moon and other planets, reveal a lot about your childhood home and
upbringing, your roots and your past. It is connected with nurturing and safety.

Your Moon in Capricorn
Capricorn, the sure-footed mountain goat, is ambitious and will leave no stone unturned to
reach the mountain's top. Persevering and hard-working, with a sound financial sense, it
values the established status quo. It is also logical and cool-headed, with great commitment
and a well-developed sense of duty. Thorough, loyal and true, it is emotionally reserved.
Emotionally, you are loyal but reserved and it can take you time to trust someone enough to
open up and share your feelings. To those who do not know you well, you may seem cool, but
when you feel secure with someone, your inner warmth comes through. Because you have
been hurt, or passed over by those looking for more dramatic and extravagant displays of
feeling, you tend to hide behind your strong facade. But you have learned the value of real,
tender loving care and have a powerful instinct to protect those who are more vulnerable than
you are. Accepting the support of others in return can be harder for you, as you do not like to
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show your weaknesses, or admit your needs to anyone if you can help it. But, unlike many
people, you know what commitment means and understand its real value;once you have
decided to stand by someone, you will stick with your decision, for richer or for poorer, for
better or for worse.

Your Moon in the Tenth House
The tenth house represents our public image, our career and standing in the world. The sign
occupying the tenth house, as well as the planets found there, show how we project ourselves
to others and the part we play on the stage of life. This house also shows our attitude towards
authority and is connected with our parents, as it is from them that we get our first impression
of the world and learned how to function in it. It is here that we give concrete form to the vision
of the world that we have developed in the ninth house, which rules our philosophy of life.
With your Moon in the tenth house, which governs your career and standing in the world, the
chances are that it was from your mother, not your father, that you first learned how best to
function in the world beyond your childhood home. As a result, it may be that you now seek
the feedback and security that she once gave you from career success and public life.
Certainly, your mother played a major role in shaping how you see the world, and you bring to
your career a lot of intuition and a natural flair for dealing with the public - and for sensing
coming trends.
With the Moon here, you could be drawn to a career that makes full use of your ability to talk
to people and to sense the future, or that is concerned with caring for the needs of others.

Your Moon in Square with Your Venus
With Venus - romance and desire - and the Moon - needs and emotions - at odds with one
another, what you want and what you need may not always have that much in common,
especially when you're young. You also like to keep your deeper feelings to yourself, as
trusting others can be hard. In fact, you are quite secretive about your love life and you prefer
to keep romance and friendship in quite separate, watertight compartments. But, deep down,
you are sympathetic and a lot more sensitive than you first seem, and when you do meet
someone who really wins your heart, you will be there for them, come what may.

Your Moon in Sextile with Your Uranus
This aspect gives you a lively, powerful imagination and a great deal of enthusiasm for life,
especially for anything that's new. Your charm, energy and sparkle instantly attract others,
who find you inspiring, and you love discussing new ideas with those you meet. Once
something bores you, you move on, however, as you are more interested in exploring new
horizons than in seeing a project through.

Your Moon in Square with Your Pluto
With the Moon in square to Pluto, your relationship to your mother may still play an important
part in how you look at life. In fact, at times you tend to re-enact your early patterns of
behavior, even when they are not relevant in any way to what is happening in the here and
now. As the all or nothing planet, Pluto, is involved, you can also find it hard to keep things in
proportion and can over-dramatize your situation. With this aspect in your chart, it is important
for you to stand back and find detachment and to concentrate on what is happening in the
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present.

Mercury
Mercury, the planet called after the quick-witted Messenger of the Gods, rules communication
of all kinds. The sign and house it occupies, as well as the links it makes to other planets,
show not only how you communicate, but what kind of mind you have - how you think and
reason - and how, and what, you learn. Its position also shows your relationships to your
brothers and sisters - or your lack of them. Above all, it is concerned with making connections.
It also rules all forms of trade and commerce.

Your Mercury in Aquarius
Aquarius is the most far-seeing and detached of the air signs. Concerned with global issues
and the future of mankind, it always looks towards the future, not the past. It is experimental
and free-thinking, and friendship and all group endeavors are its real domain. It is the sign of
vision, originality and independence.
You are known for your unconventional slant on life and are full of surprises. Anything new
intrigues you. People are drawn to you by your sense of humor and radiant energy. You feel
most at ease when you are able to just be yourself, and you are very lively. You enjoy
intellectual arguments and spend a lot of time thinking about the future. In fact, you tend to
pour your mental energies into creating a new, more humane society, and you always
disregard convention. You are a real champion of new, and of modern ways of thinking and
have no patience with those who fail to move with the times.

Your Mercury in the Eleventh House
The eleventh house rules social life, as well as all joint endeavors. The sign, and any planets
here, describe the way that we fit in with others and operate when we are in a group. This is
the house of altruistic and humanitarian goals, of friendship and community, where we work
hard to make our vision of the brotherhood of man, and of a better world, come true.
With Mercury here, you enjoy yourself the most, and learn the most, when you can share your
experiences with others. You are no loner, and you love to spend the night up talking with
your friends, solving the world's problems, or bouncing your ideas off people of like mind. For
the most part, you choose your friends for the mental stimulation they can give you. Social life
plays an important part in your existence and you usually know precisely what is going on in
your friends' lives. You also love to theorize about social issues and could well come up with
some rational solutions to the problems of the world.

Your Mercury in Conjunction with Your Mars
Your mind - and tongue - are razor sharp and you would rather speak your mind than waste
your time on being diplomatic. You enjoy all forms of debate and will argue your cause with
passion and determination - and you usually have a string of causes you believe in and will
fight for. You grasp any subject quickly and can become impatient with those who think more
slowly. This aspect is especially good for journalism and research, as you love to discover
what makes other people tick. You may also be interested in politics and social affairs.
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Your Mercury in Sextile with Your Venus
You are charming and diplomatic and always ready to fit in with those around you. You are
also very sociable, and there is nothing you like more than spending time with friends and
loved ones, who seek you out because they feel relaxed and easy in your presence. This
aspect also gives a natural flair for language, and you may well have literary skills.

Your Mercury in Sextile with Your Ascendant
With Mercury in sextile with your ascendant you have an intellectual slant on life and a great
thirst for knowledge. In fact, curiosity is one of the hallmarks of your nature and you are
always on the go, exploring all the many avenues that you see opening out before you. You
communicate easily with others and have a natural gift for putting over your ideas, which wins
you many friends as well as happy and contented business colleagues.

Venus
Venus shows how you relate to, and cooperate, with others and the way you love. While the
Moon is the symbol of the mother, and of all maternal love and caring, the love goddess,
Venus, is a beautiful young woman. Venus's sign and house position, as well as the links it
makes to other planets, show how you attract others to you and your attitude towards
romance. It softens any planet that it touches. In a woman's chart, its sign reveals your type of
femininity and sexuality, while in a man's chart it indicates what kind of woman you are drawn
to. It also shows what you find beautiful, harmonious and desirable and what gives you
pleasure. Venus also rules the arts and music.

Your Venus in Aries
Aries is the sign of the pioneer and leader. It is impulsive, spontaneous and highly original.
Lively and enthusiastic, quick-witted and amusing, it is also restless and impatient. Everything
must happen now - act first and think later is its motto. Rushing in where others fear to tread,
Aries is a risk-taker, who likes to take the center of the stage and to provoke a response from
others. It needs freedom and resents all forms of restriction and routine, moving from one
interest to another with great speed.
In love, you are idealistic and romantic, and your inner world is filled with knights in shining
armour and proud damsels, not to mention dragons, dangerous quests and fairy castles. You
also like to be the centre of attention. All the world's a stage, but it is one on which you like to
play the leading role. Which you usually succeed in doing, as no one can compare with you
for fire, enthusiasm and red-blooded zest for life. You can seem self-centred, but you are
forgiven for it, as you have a child-like quality about you which melts hearts and wins over
even hardened cynics. Innocent, direct and honest, you say exactly what you feel and you
have no time for subterfuge or cunning tricks and wiles, in yourself or others. Which can mean
that you rush in where angels fear to tread. When you fall in love, which you do with every
fibre of your being, the violins are playing. But you are so impulsive, and you need so much
attention - and excitement - that other signs can find it hard to stay the course! Also, as Aries
is a pioneer, you are always looking for new peaks to climb - and hearts to conquer. But,
although you are so adventurous and independent, you are loyal and true to those who do not
disappoint you.

Your Venus in the First House
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The first house represents your outlook on life, the lens through which you see the world. It
also governs your personality, your appearance and the way you present yourself. Because
the first house contains the sign that was coming up over the horizon at the moment of your
birth, it represents your first impression of life - and how you continue to see it.
You have a charming and seductive personality, and are probably good looking. You make
friends easily and also have a great desire to please; in fact, too much so, at times, which can
lead you to try to be all things to all people. You like to be noticed - and admired - which you
usually are, as you have great style and magnetism. Because, deep down, you can lack
confidence, you are often on a quest for admiration, which means that you can be flirtatious,
too. But you have a natural urge to relate to others and are open-hearted. If you have positive
aspects to Venus, you probably had a good education and a background which made you feel
secure about yourself.

Your Venus in Trine with Your Saturn
You not only have astounding creative talent, but your friends and relatives appreciate you for
your loyalty and reliability. You should be capable of making long-lasting friendships because
you value your relationships so much. What you want most is to live happily at your partner's
side, which includes working together to realize your mutual creative ambitions. You are able
to sacrifice your own personal advantages for the sake of others. In society, you appear
cultivated and charming, and constantly expanding your general education is important to you.
Professional success will enable you to live comfortably on an adequate retirement fund. The
simple lifestyle you prefer will help you to realize this with little effort.

Your Venus in Trine with Your Neptune
Your sensitive, perceptive nature will help you to use your creative abilities during the course
of your life in a very positive way. You are also romantic and strive for high ideals. You have
good taste in art and music, both of which give you great pleasure. You are also eloquent and
can show others the beauty and the meaning which you see yourself. Due to your large heart,
you are also of the opinion that forgiveness should play an important part in people's lives.
Still, if things get too tense for you, you withdraw to a quieter place because you cannot
handle too much negativity. You are an idealistic and a trusting lover.

Your Venus in Opposition with Your Pluto
At times you feel things so intensely that it can be hard for you to see emotional situations in
perspective, or to believe that others care for you in the way you care for them. Which can
mean you're not above playing power games just to keep them. But your deep emotions are
also your great strength. When you learn to stand back and take a more detached approach,
your relationships become more easy-going and stable, for although you can ask a lot of
others, you have a huge amount to offer in return.

Mars
The fiery and dynamic planet, Mars, rules your will power, sexuality and drive. Its sign and
house position, as well as the links it makes to other planets, show your energy and
motivation. It is the action planet, revealing where, and how, you are assertive, as well as your
courage - and aggression. It also rules your sex drive and your general libido.In a man's chart
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it also describes his type of masculinity, while in a woman's chart it shows what kind of man
she is drawn to.

Your Mars in Aquarius
Aquarius is the most far-seeing and detached of the air signs. Concerned with global issues
and the future of mankind, it always looks towards the future, not the past. It is experimental
and free-thinking, and friendship and all group endeavors are its real domain. It is the sign of
vision, originality andindependence.
You do not follow the herd and your independence is supremely important to you. But you
also believe in trying to improve the lot of others and will work tirelessly to do so. However,
woe betide anyone who tries to tie you down. Your friendships may be deep and lasting, but
even they take second place to your burning need for freedom; which you believe is
everyone's by right. You are original - and courageous - in fact, you are a natural leader, and
you work well in a team with others of like mind, so long as you, not they, make the decisions.
You believe in progress and in new ideas, and have great energy and drive to break new
ground.

Your Mars in the Eleventh House
The eleventh house rules social life, as well as all joint endeavors. The sign, and any planets
here, describe the way that we fit in with others and operate when we are in a group. This is
the house of altruistic and humanitarian goals, of friendship and community, where we work
hard to make our vision of the brotherhood of man, and of a better world, come true.
With Mars here, you pour all your energy into being with other people, as social life is what
makes you feel alive and you may well have a large and varied social circle. You also like to
be the leader in whatever group you find yourself, as you have strongly-held beliefs about how
things should be done. But although you like to take the lead, you are a champion of the
underdog, and care deeply about social issues. With your crusading spirit, you could bring
about important social changes; that is, if you are as ready to back down and listen as you are
to take the lead and talk.

Your Mars in Sextile with Your Ascendant
With Mars in sextile with your Ascendant, you have great energy and drive. Your enthusiasm
is infectious, which makes it easy for you to enlist support and reach your goals. In fact,
nothing and no one is allowed to stand between you and whatever you may set your heart on,
but you usually succeed in getting what you want without offending others.

Jupiter
Optimistic Jupiter's position in your chart shows where, and how, you can grow and expand
your horizons. Jupiter rules your philosophy of life - how you make sense of existence. It is the
Teacher and Guide, representing wisdom and your ability to grasp life's meaning. Its sign and
house position, as well as the links it makes to other planets in your chart, describe your life
path and career. It is also the bringer of good fortune, but, because it expands everything it
touches, it can also bring inflation and exaggeration. It rules long distance travel and discovery
of every kind.
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Your Jupiter in Taurus
Taurus is the sign of the earth when it turns green in spring. It is solid, steadfast, loyal, and
concerned with what is tangible and real. In Taurus, the fiery spirit of Aries, which it follows on
the zodiac band, is given a firm basis in reality. Strong, determined, down to earth and
realistic, it is also stubborn, for it is a fixed earth sign and dislikes change. Taurus is also a
very sensuous sign, very aware of the pleasures of the physical world, and of its fertile beauty.
It is slow to anger, but once aroused, it is a force to be reckoned with. In love, it is loyal but
possessive.
With Jupiter in earthy and pragmatic Taurus, you are interested in improving the lot of others,
and are most concerned with achieving real, tangible results. The physical well-being of others
is your focus. As a result, you are often willing to donate money to worthy causes, as you
believe that actions speak louder than words; and that money talks. As Taurus is a great
upholder of tradition, you believe in long-established values which have withstood the test of
time. You are no rebel and you do not have much time for new ideas or abstract thought.
You are probably good - and lucky - with money, unless Jupiter has challenging links to other
planets, but you are always generous and consider others' needs.

Your Jupiter in the Second House
The second house shows your attitude towards security, money and possessions. It is also
about establishing a strong sense of who you are through carving out a strong position in the
real world; the solid ground beneath your feet. In the first house, the initial sense of 'I' is born.
In the second, we give a solid basis to our lives and define who we are. Planets in the second
house show our potential - that which we can make real, through taking life on and dealing
with it. It also shows what we value most and what we hope to gain, as well as our sense of
self-worth.
With Jupiter, the planet of good fortune, in the area of your chart which governs your finances,
you do not often go without, as material blessings come your way with ease. You know how to
enjoy the good things of life, and love luxury and comfort. Possessions can have an almost
symbolic value for you, but you can also be a gambler, as with Jupiter, it can be a case of
easy come, easy go. But when you do lose out, you are more than able to recover from the
setback, as your natural optimism and enthusiasm help you to bounce back and to recoup
your losses. Your happy go lucky attitude can be an inspiration to less confident, more
cautious people.

Saturn
Saturn shows the way that you relate to responsibility and commitment. As the planet of
karma, and of limitations, inhibitions and boundaries, Saturn's sign and house position, as well
as the links it makes to other planets in your chart, show where, and why, you lack confidence
or are afraid, and where you real life lessons must be learned. Saturn slows down and inhibits
any planet that it touches. It shows your relationship to authority and towards your standing in
the world. Its position also reveals where, and how, you can realize ambitions and give your
life a firm foundation.

Your Saturn in Leo
Magnanimous proud and generous, like the lion that is the King of Beasts, Leo has an almost
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regal outlook on existence and is built on the grand scale. There is nothing mean or petty
about the fiery sign of Leo, which also has great warmth and charm and a natural gift for
creativity and drama. Behind its self-confidence, a great deal of sensitivity is also hidden. Leo
also likes the limelight and is always center-stage.
Saturn in Leo can give inhibitions about showing your real personality. You probably like to
disappear in the crowd so that no one even notices that you are there, because you may not
have yet found any way to express your self or your creativity. However, you take yourself
seriously and your position in the world matters to you. Once your self-confidence develops,
no one will be able to take it from you. Your awareness of the value of friends and of social
acceptance prevents you from risking them through any kind of reckless behavior.

Your Saturn in the Fifth House
In the fifth house, we want, and need, to be the center of attention. This house is also
concerned with how we develop our unique talents and express ourselves. The sign
occupying the fifth house, and any planets here, describe how you enjoy life and what gives
you pleasure, as well as how you give expression to your individuality. Traditionally, it rules
children, enjoyment, art, music, love affairs, in which we give expression to our real selves
and feelings, and all new departures.
Saturn's position in your chart shows the area of life that you find hardest. With Saturn here,
allowing yourself to be creative, or opening up and expressing your real feelings, can be a real
challenge for you. For one reason or another - perhaps your parents set high standards that
you found it hard to live up to - you lack the confidence to just relax and be yourself. Other
aspects in your chart may balance this, of course, but you tend to take life just a bit too
seriously and can even make hard work of having fun. The plus side is that once you have
established your position in the world, you bring real staying power and perseverance to your
creative endeavors. While others may well still be lost in dreams of what they can, and will,
achieve, you have given yours a basis in reality.

Your Saturn in Square with Your Uranus
You are a highly independent person and prefer to stand alone and be a pioneer than bow
your head and follow the herd blindly. In fact, all attempts to make you toe the line only make
you all the more determined to rebel and you will fight for your beliefs - and freedom - even if it
means that you fall out with colleagues or with friends. For you can be quarrelsome, at times,
as you feel that your opinions are often worth more than those of other people. You also have
an inner strength that enables you to branch out and succeed alone, despite the odds.

Your Saturn in Trine with Your Neptune
You are very sensitive to others. You also have a well-developed sense of duty and will stand
by those you care for or who need you. You have high ideals and a vision of how life could be
in a better world. But while some people merely talk and dream, you are practical and down to
earth, and prepared to make real efforts to improve the lot of others; you know how 'to give to
airy nothing a local habitation and a name'. You do not put great store by conventions, as you
see life in the round and realize that times and customs change. With your combination of
vision and practicality, you could achieve great things.
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Your Saturn in Sextile with Your Pluto
No matter were you go, your strength and vitality are obvious to others. Inner reserves of
energy are always available to you, helping you to take that one extra necessary step to reach
your goal. Thorough and methodical, you will work to push through necessary changes and
build firm foundations for the future. Your wisdom also makes you a reliable guide for friends
in trouble, and your sensitivity and intuition help you to solve conflicts and to handle crises.

Uranus
Uranus, the planet of sudden change, is the bringer of enlightenment and of sudden
inspiration. Its house position in your chart, as well as the links it makes with other
planets,show how Uranus affects you personally. Uranus reveals where you are most unique
and which areas of life are likely to offer you new possibilities for growth and change. Its
influence has been described as a wind that blows the sand from a hidden city, revealing your
true self. It also shows your attitude towards authority, and towards the new. It also rules
electronics and IT technology.
Because it moves so slowly round the sun, taking nearly a decade to travel through one
zodiac sign, you will share its sign position with your whole generation.

Your Uranus in Scorpio
Scorpio, which rules, sex, birth, death and regeneration, is the most intense of all the signs.
Ruled by all or nothing Pluto, and by fiery Mars, it is concerned with what is going on beneath
the surface of existence, and with passion, truth and profound transformation. Scorpio has a
powerful will and great determination. It is also loyal, but secretive, mysterious and magnetic.
Those born between 1975 and 1981 have Uranus in Scorpio, which gives a great desire, and
need, to go beyond convention, and to discover hidden truths which could liberate mankind
from superficiality and half truths.
The way that Uranus affects you personally depends more on its house position and its
aspects to other planets in your chart.

Your Uranus in the Eighth House
The eighth house is concerned with endings and beginnings, with regeneration and
transformation. Here, we discard what we have outgrown to make way for the new. Here, also
we get down to the heart of things, stripping away the dross to reveal the truth or essence of
the subject. This is the house of legacies, of joint financial issues, of sexuality and of
everything that is shared with others.
You are a rebel and free thinker when it comes to your close partnerships with others. What
matters to you most is freedom to discover the real truth, and live it, and you have no time for
those who are afraid to be themselves, or do not dare to break the mould and live the way
they want to. When it comes to handling your finances, or those of other people, you can be
brilliant and inspired - or plain erratic. It could also be that you could suddenly and
unexpectedly inherit money. You could also lose it just as fast.

Neptune
Neptune is the planet of mysticism, and of dreams and ideals. It describes what kind of
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imagination you have, what inspires you, your particular kind of idealism, and your dreams. It
is also concerned with all that is unseen; your psychic powers and your sensitivity to the
atmosphere around you. While Saturn stands for boundaries, Neptune, the ruler of the
ever-changing oceans, yearns for freedom from constrictions. It also rules false glamour,
deception and illusion.
Because Neptune takes around fourteen years to travel through one zodiac sign, you share it
sign position with your whole generation. Its house position and the links it makes to other
planets in your chart show how it affects you on a more personal level.

Your Neptune in Sagittarius
For Sagittarius, the starry archer, life is an adventure and a journey to discover truth.
Sagittarius is about the way we broaden our horizons and our thirst for knowledge and
experience. It is concerned with learning, and with teaching, as well as our entire philosophy
of life. Sagittarius sees the broader picture and is not concerned with details. It also governs
foreign lands and cultures, as well as everything connected with religion and freedom of belief.
Neptune was in Sagittarius from 1970 to 1984. For those with Neptune here, spirituality and
philosophy are all-important. They are adventurous and open-minded about other faiths and
other peoples, making their own decisions instead of following the herd blindly, or accepting
the status quo. The way that Neptune affects you on a personal level is shown by its house
position and the links it makes to other planets in your chart.

Your Neptune in the Ninth House
The ninth house is concerned with long journeys, discovery and broadening our horizons. It
rules not only long-distance travel and far-flung lands, but religion and philosophy, for many of
our journeys are inward ones, being quests to find the meaning of existence. The sign
occupying this house, and the planets found there, describe our quest and our vision of the
universe's meaning. Here we can stand back, and, seeing life in the round, can synthesize
experience and make sense of our lives.
With Neptune in the ninth house of your chart, you may seek unity with all existence through
accepting, and merging with, what you believe to be a higher truth. In fact, anything that
promises you 'the keys of heaven', may be almost irresistible to you, and you may be willing to
make major sacrifices to reach what you see as your true celestial goal. You are one of
nature's mystics and the realities of mundane life may leave you cold.'Anywhere, anywhere
out of this world' may be your motto, but, as Neptune tends to glamorize whatever it touches,
you can be disappointed when you find that your dream is not what you had hoped. You also
love to travel, and to fantasize about the beauty and romance of mysterious, far-flung lands.

Your Neptune in Sextile with Your Pluto
This aspect gives an ability to see beyond conventional values and to work out your own
beliefs. It also gives a real ability to see beyond your personal interests and to work for the
good of others. You may also have some psychic ability and a gift for art.

Pluto
Called after the Roman god of the underworld, Pluto governs the unconscious mind. It is the
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planet of regeneration, change and transformation, showing your unconscious motivations
and your most intense - and hidden - feelings. Secretive Pluto gives depth and passion to any
planet that it touches, making it hard to be objective and detached.
Because it is the furthest planet from the Sun, Pluto takes so long to travel through one zodiac
sign that you share its influence by sign with your whole generation, as you do with Uranus
and Neptune.

Your Pluto in Libra
Libra is the most sociable and amenable of all the signs, ever eager to fit in with others and
seeking harmony and balance. Governed by Venus, this is the sign of one-to-one
relationships, and, like one half of a pair of scales, Libra needs others to feel whole. Falling in
love with love - and being flirtatious - can be problems, as can making choices and decisions,
but Libra is also the sign of justice, and is fair, civilized - and sophisticated.
Because it is the furthest planet from the Sun, Pluto takes so long to travel through one zodiac
sign that you share its influence by sign with your whole generation, as you do with Uranus
and Neptune. Pluto should therefore be interpreted for individuals by its house position and its
aspects to the other planets because it moves very slowly.
Pluto was in the sign of Libra, the sign of relationships, from 1972 until 1983. Those born
between these dates seek true authenticity in their intimate connections with others. During
this era, many aspects of traditional marriage and family life have been questioned, and
abandoned, as Pluto tears down out-dated attitudes and structures to make way for the new.

Your Pluto in the Seventh House
The seventh house is the house of long-term partnerships, one-to-one relationships, and of
everything that connects us with, and makes us aware of others. It is the sphere of
co-operation. The sign occupying the seventh house, and any planets here, describe the way
that we relate - and what qualities we look for in a partner. They also show what kind of
relationships we have, as well as the aspects of ourselves that we project on others and live
through them.
You are nothing if not passionate when it comes to your close bonds with others. With all or
nothing Pluto here, in fact, you can be downright explosive, especially when you feel that you
are threatened, or that your partner is not telling you the truth. And you want the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth! Because you fear abandonment - which can happen
just because your partner cannot cope with your intensity - you can also be manipulative - and
obsessive. But you are also capable of great depth and loyalty, and life with you will not be
dull! You may also be attracted by intense, passionate people.

The Nodes of the Moon - Your Life's Evolutionary Path
The Nodes of the Moon, which mark the points where the Moon's apparent orbit crosses the
Sun's, help us to understand our lives as a dynamic journey of growth and change. Their
position in our Natal Chart show us our natural strengths and weaknesses, helping us to
understand where we are coming from, and where we should be going.

The South Node of the Moon - The Line of Least Resistance
We come into this world with inborn tendencies and talents. The sign occupied by the South
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Node of the Moon in your natal chart, and the house it occupies, reveal the ways of thinking
and behaving that are second nature to you, and the area of life that you feel most at home in
and find easiest to deal with.
Whether or not these are gifts developed in a previous life, or are just a part of our genetic
inheritance, we tend to fall back on what is most familiar to us, and can fail to develop the
qualities of the sign and house position of the South Node's opposite, the North Node of the
Moon.

The North Node of the Moon - The Future, Growth and Change
The North Node of the Moon always occupies the opposite zodiac sign, and house, to the
South Node. It shows us the qualities we need to develop in order to evolve and to become
more whole and balanced, as well as the area of life that we need to learn to deal with better.

North Node in Libra, South Node in Aries
With the South Node of the Moon in Aries, you are a natural leader and your pioneering spirit
makes it easy for you to branch out and break new ground. In fact, you are always on the go,
looking for new lands to conquer, and finding time to just relax and take life as it comes is
hard. However, with the North Node of the Moon in gentle, easy-going Libra, you will find the
inner peace and balance that you need by slowing down and putting others' needs and
feelings first. In order to develop your true self, you need to concentrate on helping others,
both emotionally and financially, instead of putting your own comforts and aesthetic pleasures
first.

South Node in the First House
The first house represents your outlook on life, the lens through which you see the world. It
also governs your personality, your appearance and the way you present yourself. Because
the first house contains the sign that was coming up over the horizon at the moment of your
birth, it represents your first impression of life - and how you continue to see it.
Your Line of Least Resistance: You are focused on projecting your self-image, confident of
your personality, your manner and appearance, your self.

North Node in the Seventh House
The seventh house is the house of long-term partnerships, one-to-one relationships, and of
everything that connects us with, and makes us aware of others. It is the sphere of
co-operation. The sign occupying the seventh house, and any planets here, describe the way
that we relate - and what qualities we look for in a partner. They also show what kind of
relationships we have, as well as the aspects of ourselves that we project on others and live
through them.
Your Life Path Challenge: To focus more on others and develop stronger relationships based
on give and take.
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